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CYCLE CHAT                                                                                                       Autumn  2021
The quarterly magazine of the Leicestershire and Rutland

Cyclist’s Touring Club county group of  CYCLING  UK
 the UK cyclist’s organisation

Editor’s Thoughts
We are starting to be at the point of being able to live
almost normally, having reached the point where
Covid is receding, in England at least. Overseas
holidays are still very much in the balance and in
reality, a gamble with isolations changing almost
daily. The UK cycling scene is almost back to normal,
and social events and group rides are starting to get
going again. But there is bad news for users of CTC
Tours, of which I was a regular customer. Because of
Covid, they have totally closed all tours from later this
year. This probably also means the end of the
Birthday Rides. I still have 2 tours, both in the UK,
booked with them, and these are still due to go ahead,
but from then on, I will have to use commercial tour
operators, who charge more. I have used such
commercial organisations in the past, but have to say,
the mix of participants has been wider than those of
CTC Tours, because, unlike the CTC ones, which
required CTC membership, and thus knowledge of
cycling etiquette and experience, anyone who paid,
could go. I know that sounds snobby, but having to
explain how to, say, ride safely when near others, is
not something I want to have to keep doing.
On the sporting front, The Tour de France has
finished with a rather disappointing showing from UK
riders, apart from one or two exceptions. When I
initially wrote this, I thought the GB cyclists in the
Olympics were a bit disappointing, but then the MTB
and BMX saw UK riders taking gold. Then the track
riders came on, and Wow! I was thrilled at how some
of them performed. I did think the year’s delay and
crowd and travel restrictions caused by Covid would
have a downer on the event, but that turned out not to
be the case.

Dave Binks
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From the Secretary
Neil Dixon

Firstly, let me say that I intend to stand
down as Secretary after the next AGM,
which should be held sometime next May.
Hopefully that will be an actual meeting
rather than a virtual event.  I also hope
there’s someone out there who is willing to
take on the role.  It’s not particularly
arduous, mainly involving arranging the
quarterly Committee meetings and AGM,
and acting as a conduit to HQ.

Finally, next year will be the 125th Anniversary of Leicestershire and
Rutland DA.  In 2017 we celebrated the 120th will a joint event at
Mountsorrel with Notts DA.  I’m sure the committee would be glad to
receive any help or ideas on how this should be celebrated.

See the Group website for the latest information www.ctclr.org.uk

New Cycle Chat Administrators
After many years of faithful work, Aileen Andrews, our Administrator,
the person who organises the finance and distribution side of Cycle
Chat, has handed over to the willing hands of Pete & Lyn Gale.

They will be handling all subscriptions and finances as well as actually
posting your copies out to you (when we can!), as and from now.

Pete & Lyn’s details are : -

Phone  01530 271665
Address: 6 Bluebell Close,
Donisthorpe,  Swadlincote,  Derbys  DE12 7RW
lyntian@hotmail.co.uk
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President’s Notes
Jim Gerrard writes

PHEW! Writing this report in the sweltering heat as
currently being experienced middle of July. Of course, when
you read it, it could well be raining, or worse, looking back
in wishfully thinking and hoping for an Indian summer.
With lockdown restrictions finally relaxed albeit with a few
local/locational requests we are at last able to enjoy our rides
and refreshment stops unfettered.
As reported last issue I managed a short cycle break with a few friends in Essex.
Leaving on the Tuesday following the opening of hotels and B & B’s etc. (Why wait till
the weekend, we were all retired) We left Leicester to arrive at our accommodation at
Acreland Green just outside Pleshey, Chelmsford about midday.
After unloading bikes etc., we set of for our first destination being Greensted just south
of Chipping Ongar to view the Wooden Church (the BCQ location). Here we got
chatting to a church member who previously lived in Evington and worked at the
Leicester Royal Infirmary. The church itself being very different as the main walls
consisted of adjacent tree logs and a wooden tower. Leaving there we headed into
Chipping Ongar to try and find a refreshment stop. We spotted one on the main street
but unfortunately it was on the other side of the road and the traffic was constant without
a crossing. However, the kind proprietor of the ‘Ongar Deli’ could see our intentions and
stayed open for us although in the process of cleaning down for the day. Our route took
us through High Easter on the way out and Good Easter on the way back. Good Easter
being approached via a ford come road were the road and ford combined for approx. 50
metres. Luckily there was an adjacent path for walkers. With approx. 30 miles for the
half day, we enjoyed a meal at Great Waltham in the evening before calling it a day.
Wednesday ride destination was the quayside on the river at Maldon. After a hearty
breakfast at our B & B we retraced our evening meal route through Gt and Little
Waltham arriving in Maldon about 2pm. I understood Essex to be a dry county. There

was however plenty of water about
with numerous river and stream
crossing and in one case a flooded road
near the river without a proper walking
path. After taking to the adjacent field
on a high bank we managed without
too much difficulty.
After getting the BCQ question
answered we enjoyed a pint on the
Quay during which the rain briefly
came down fast and furious and we
were pleased to take cover and not be
on the open road.Pleshey
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Our return was via Hatfield Peverel before
rejoining our outward route at Gt
Waltham. We managed a tea stop at
Terling, again just before closing time.
Passing through Pleshey on our return we
noticed a newly thatched cottage with very
ornate thatch detailing.
With just over 40 miles for the day we
enjoyed our evening meal at the ‘Leather
Bottle’ pub in the village. Apparently, this
had been owned at one point by Keith Flint
of the Prodigy band.

On leaving our B & B on the Thursday we took the car to Thaxted and after a brief visit
to the Wind Mill (A previously visited BCQ ) we had a short ride to Finchingfield and
had a look at the post mill over the fence as access was not possible. After coffee and
cake at the café overlooking the duck pond and impressive green we returned to Thaxted
and the car and home.
A good trip with weather being mostly dry but heavy clouds quickly appearing and some
short sharp showers although we mostly stayed dry.
Reading Jeffrey’s article in the last edition he mentioned the Folkingham prison. I
remember visiting this many years ago with Dave Smith and the Leicester Easy Riders
(Loiterers as then). We may have
been returning from a weekend in
Lincolnshire. I was impressed by
the remaining gate house with its
inscription in the masonry being
‘THE HOUSE OF
CORRECTION’. It’s now run by
Landmark Trust as a quirky self-
catering holiday property.
With the demise of the CTC
Holiday arm of Cycling UK it now
looks that the Birthday Rides have
also fallen victim to the Covid
Pandemic. This is a shame as they
were still well supported.
I can however confirm that the

President’s Ride is now confirmed for the 12th of September.
This will start from the Market Bosworth Country Park again, with coffee at the Alpaca
Farm Snarestone and a lunch pint at Stoke Golding. I look forward to seeing you there.
This will be the week following the Meriden service on the 5th. See separate notices.
The carol service is also taking shape for the 5th of December at St. Giles Parish Church
Barlestone.
As usual please see the ctclr.org.uk website for all up to date information.

House of Correction

Greenstead Church
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Avoiding Yellow Lips!
Sun protection for the lips tends to leave you with yellow or even white
lips. I recall the English expatriate hairdresser cyclist, Sammy, in
Majorca sporting bright purple lips! If you want to avoid such extrovert
tendencies, I was recommended Neutrogena’s Norwegian formula
“Lips”. Their SPF 20 is virtually colourless. I found it in Boots the
Chemists.

Compression Kit
For years I’ve suffered from arm-warmers which slid down my arms. I
resorted to using safety pins to attach them to my short-sleeved vest.
Then I discovered “compression” kit, aimed at improved blood-flow
and performance. Not that I was seeking to break any records! Maybe
they would avoid using safety pins? When I ordered a pair of “arm

Technical Topics
By Peter Witting

Morgan Reynolds 14 Jul
Eric Neal 4 Aug

Both committee stalwarts
over many decades, with
Eric being our DA Hon.
Sec. during the 1970s

Happy 90th Birthday
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sleeves”, I was astonished to find that while they
were in various sizes, my biceps were smaller than
their smallest Extra-Small size! No wonder I’d
needed safety pins! But now with the ES size “Arm
sleeves” from Skins I have the answer! They are
only of use in summer, being thin, but effective
under a “Gamex” jacket or long-sleeved jersey.

Editor’s comment. – Like Peter, I also do not have body builder’s arms
and suffered from the same slippage down the arms, despite there being
so called “gripper strips” fitted around their tops. Having got fed up
trying to hold them in place with safety pins, I finally cured the problem
by simply getting the sewing machine out and running a line of stitching
up them to reduce their girth. They now stay in place until I pull them
down.

Meriden 2021
An update for the revised plans

The Cyclists’ War Memorial at Meriden
was unveiled in May 1921 to
commemorate the cyclists who died in the
Great War. An annual memorial service
has been held there ever since – except
last year, due to Covid-19 restrictions.
2021 was therefore to be celebrated as the
centenary of the memorial’s unveiling. At
the time of writing (late July 2021) a new
date has been set for
Sunday September 5th, 2021,
starting at the usual time of 11.00am.
But you are advised to check again before
making a special journey, the virus has
it’s own timetable!
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The  Theme for the 2021 Photo Competition is

Last Year (2020) because of Covid, we ran this
competition on line instead of with hard prints at the

AGM.  At the time of going to press for this edition of Cycle Chat no decision
has been made how to run the 2021 version.
However there is no reason why you can’t start now on getting your shots.

CATEGORIES :-
Class 1: Pictorial  (Smith Trophy)
Class 2 Club Life - to include at least three cyclists (Alan Haywood Rosebowl)
Class 3: Humorous (Sue Greaves Shield)
Class 4: Novice (member who has not previously entered a photo)
Class 5: Junior (under 18 on 31st December 2021)
Class 6: Theme of the year: “Water”. (George Clownes Tray)

Last date for entries still to be decided, but it will be late in the year
(October/November) 2021

Leicestershire’s “Cycle to Work” Day

Leicestershire residents took to their bikes for
this year’s Cycle to Work Day, Thursday 5
August. Everyone was encouraged to take part
on the day and enjoy the simple pleasure of
riding a bike, whether you hadn’t cycled in years
or had never cycled at all, were working from
home or the office. Free bike maintenance
sessions were on offer leading up to the day, as

well as prizes for those taking part, including boosted rewards through the
BetterPoints app. Individuals who parked their bike at the Town Hall’s Bike Park
were able to find out about Leicester City Council’s and Leicestershire County
Council’s walking and cycling initiatives.
Figures show the number of cyclists recorded at key count sites in the city nearly
doubled in May 2020 compared to May 2019, as key workers chose alternative
ways to travel and people chose to cycle for exercise in response to the coronavirus
lockdown.
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Charnwood Summer 2021
Dave Spencer here, I've been charmed into filing this piece for Charnwood Group
this quarter. The Notepad tortured wordage may become more about the stop offs
than the road and somewhat abstract but let's see.

As you will know, in May we remained somewhat “choice limited” for Sunday
breakfasts and lunch venues and all service was still al fresco. Following the Great
Re-opening in June this improved immensely and at the end of July we are still
acclimatising to some restored freedoms and constantly risk assessing for C19,
something akin to coming up from a deep water dive. (I've never done that by the
way).

What about the Sunday rides, Dave?

Yes, they have all been happening, largely following the published schedule but
with the odd cancellation due to predicted all-day precipitation, ie: “neshness”.

The start of May saw a ride-out start in Belton, a
wrestle with new housing around Shepshed then
around Loughborough to Stanford-on-Soar and
a countryside lane loop round to Love and Piste
(loveandpiste.co.uk), Costock Road, east side of
East Leake. This is a skiing and cycle clothing
outlet with good quality coffee and cake served
in the shop. It was very busy with refuelling
sports and traditional tourist cyclists, but no
chance of a Full English. Continuing on to
Sutton Bonnington, the group discovered The
Anchor, Bollards Lane, a Marstons drinking
pub. They lunched sheltering from the strong
sun and enjoyed table service at one of the many
pub garden picnic tables in the dappled shade of
the trees overhanging from St Michael's Church
next door. This pub is ideal for cyclists bringing

their own 'snap', no hassle so long as drinks are bought.

June commenced with a re-scheduled car assisted ride led by Paul out to
Alstonefield, just north of Dovedale. Heavy, doomy-looking Peak District rain
persuaded the group to drive back for breakfast in Ashbourne. The town was still
asleep so they drove on to Fairways Garden Centre on the A515. Blue sky
appeared between the black clouds and after a “shall we?/shan't we?” moment the
now more optimistic and stoked-up group set off out through Mayfield for a
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pleasant ride round the hills north-west of
Ashbourne just outside the Peak District
National Park. The return was via Lower
Ellastone and Church Mayfield. Along the
way riders stopped at a chain-sawed totem
pole sculpture of owls facing across the
lane to a huge shallow unspoiled wooded
valley, drivers would probably miss this.
Owls seem to be a big thing in the area as
evidenced by the name of a musical
quintet from those parts called Raised by
Owls. A very enjoyable ride in the end on
quiet roads with a few respectable climbs.

The July Sunday outings have all been
very pleasant rides around the lanes of
Leics/Warks/Staffs. We can go inside
places to eat and drink now but I suspect we'll stay outdoors for as long into the
winter as weather allows.

I'm across the keyboard to order a Buff cycling cap from Love and Piste now. It's
the delight of discovering new refinements such as using the peak of the cap as a
flip-down sunshade that make my day. Obviously defeating a seemingly
impossible climb would trump it but I'm sure our Northumberland adventure in
October will provide some challenges.

Dave Spencer

NEW MEMBERS

Peter Witting reports:-

Regular readers will know that we welcome new members
and list them by their location. However, due to “Data
Protection Issues”(!) National Office are unable to supply any
info. for this edition. However we still welcome them to the Group and hope they
will join in our local activities.
By virtue of your CTC/Cycling UK Club Membership, there are no additional
fees or subscriptions to pay for riding with your local group, so why not go
along and try one of our group rides? Contact the ride organiser first so that
he/she can welcome you on the day. You won’t regret it.
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The Four Mile Drain and Syphon
Jeffrey R. Eaves

No, I haven’t gone out of my mind with this title, as it actually does exist – and, it
is not the name of a pub! It might help though, if this short article is read in
conjunction with my other one outlining a cycle ride in the Welland Valley, as
there is most definitely a common link to both. Now I am not going into too much
detail with the route as it is probably that bit too far for Leicester cyclists to follow
in one day – indeed, even I, from north west Rutland recorded over eighty miles,
so briefly, I left home and cycled eastwards passing through the town of Bourne
(Lincolnshire), before crossing Bourne South Fen and then Deeping Fen, and via
Cuckoo Bridge, briefly skirting outer Spalding to join -you’ve guessed it – the
River Welland. Just to add confusion, part of the route was to later cross the
Bedfordshire Levels, which are NORTHWARDS of the Isle of Ely!
Despite half of this being on dead flat roads, I was now hungry and seeking out
somewhere for lunch, so having (eventually) found a lane rather than ‘A’ roads, I
travelled roughly south east looking for somewhere to stop, passing swallows (or
were they swifts?), an owl box (complete with protruding straw) on a pole, quite a
few scraggy looking cows, and a now closed Inn, before finding a higher massive
steel girder bridge apparently in the middle of nowhere – not even a mention on
my maps – so here I got out my mat and made myself comfortable on an adjacent
grassy bank with a flask, sandwich and a Hog Roll, with butterflies for company.
Refreshed, I then did what any self respecting cycle tourist did, I
explored/investigated.
I found I was actually alongside two rivers Welland, though the more easterly is
now called “New River”, and I had been cycling that morning some five or so feet
lower than these main drainage water channels/rivers in this area, and when I
climbed up onto the girder bridge - actually a rather long footbridge - I could now

see both! Further
exploration found a rather
weather worn signboard
explaining I was at a
significant place, for in the
mid 1990’s there were
devastating floods in this
area, and the aim was now
to contain any excess
floodwater, or at the very
least, to get rid of it as
safely and quickly as
possible. The name given

Bourne
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to this area was the aforementioned title, and the standard national grid reference
was (TF256 153) according to an electric power box on the opposite bank.
More intriguing was what lay before me, for the River Welland was, I guess,
thirty or so feet wide, running through a channel a hundred or so feet across,
(hence such a large steel girder bridge for the footpath). There was also a strange
looking structure here, and on exploring found something I had never come across
before, comprising of a concrete slab set just below the top of the bank,
underneath which were three separate channels opening onto the river side. In the
middle of each channel tunnel was a rounded concrete hump, and on the far side
was a drop into another minor lower drainage ditch - this was “The Syphon” . The
crafty Environment Agency had invented an automatic non expensive way of
emptying the main higher hundred feet wide drainage ditch in a controlled way.
To put it another way, if/when the flood water in the main wider river channel
almost reached the top of its bank, water would flow into the concrete structure,
over the concrete humps and as it was a bigger drop on the far side, would create a
syphon, and automatically suck the flood waters through until such time as river
water surface was below the bottom of the structure (allowing air in to stop it).
Bingo! No flooding here with the excess water in controlled channels!
Now all you “heads down and bums up” cyclists,
would probably never have seen this marvel of civil
engineering, especially as hereabouts my cycle route
had already brought me eight miles from Spalding with
another seven more before I left this widening of the
higher channel from about Market Deeping, and
bypassing renowned Crowland, with its abbey and
unique bridge on what used to be an ‘island’ in the
Fens. On the later part of my journey I met a few water
fowl, and small mammals for company, and I still
rejoice of seeing, a few years ago, some black swans
here – perhaps one day I may even visit the ‘Exotic Animals Rescue Centre’
there? I bet they don’t have crocodiles though!. From time to time the lane runs
along the bottom of the embankment and others along its top, and hence not quite
dead flat, so I was pleased it was a windless sunny day to enjoy it. A few more
miles, bypassing Stamford, and back home to Rutland having had a ride just that
little bit different and in a way made all the more interesting by what I found.
Back home a look at my 1951 map shows that yes these are the rivers Welland (or
New River) that come from Leicestershire via Medbourne, Stamford and
Spalding, wending their ways to sea at The Wash, though strangely, they seem
also to claim a marked feature on the map called Car Dike. This journeys from
just outside of the north east Peterborough boundary and turns northwards passing
The Deepings, Bourne and Aslackby Fen, and Heckington before joining the
River Slea, called by Bartholemews’ maps a ‘Roman Canal’.
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A visit to the River Welland Valley
Jeffrey R. Eaves

The River Welland flows through several counties from Leicestershire to
Lincolnshire, just south of the ‘High Leicestershire’ area, so this cycle ride
ridden in mid-May by an elderly cycle-tourist, could be a bit of a daunting
prospect, however it provides several interesting places to stop and explore. Your
leader lives a few miles to the north, and invites you to follow him for fifty or so
miles.

Starting from Cold Overton, just
to the east of Oakham in Rutland,
it’s an exhilarating ride off the
more northerly High
Leicestershire hills, on the drop
down through Knossington to
Braunston, passing a strange
animal in a field on your left – the
property owner has carved a
longish stone wall into a dragon
along its length – and a look at
Braunston church will reveal not
only the pagan sculpture adjacent
to its entrance but also that it is

home to an extra large bat roost! However, no time to stop and stare just yet, as
our route takes us up a mid-sized hill before joining a three mile off-road ride
following a bridleway (alongside a private metalled road) down to Leigh Lodge,
thence all the way back up, before the final section which joins a metalled lane
into Belton in Rutland – however beware of horse riders, hares and try to ignore
the other bridle roads to tempting places such as Launde Abbey.
Our route is a straightforward crossing of the A47, and sharp left to follow the
valley lane and the ‘Eye Brook’ (a farm part way along has a café – for those
who must stop in this pleasant place). High on your left you can just make out
Wardley and its now closed medieval church, and I’m told the fields around
make good pickings for archaeologists looking for treasures of yesteryear. At the
next road junction I discovered sometime ago a hill that is the nearest I might
ever get to one of those with hairpin bends hereabouts, for I don’t think I have
ever cycled up it and into Uppingham, in one go, however our route takes us
forward along a ‘B’ road. As you leave Stockerston, you have a choice of route:
the lane straight ahead will take you alongside Eyebrook Reservoir. When I first
came here there were fine views, now lost behind over high hedges, across the
water to Stoke Dry in which church can be found wall paintings of St. Edmund

Braunston Church
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being shot with arrows, or
characters that look like Red
Indians! The church is also
reputed one where the
Gunpowder Plot perpetrators
met and planned. The
reservoir was also one of the
places where they practiced
with WWII bouncing bombs.
About half way up the next
hill is a wayside seat for
those who like to eat their
picnics in nice places, before
a left turn into Great Easton and the Welland
Valley. However, should you take the other route,
continue along the B road for one mile up and then two miles non-stop down into
Medbourne with several benches for a coffee break (my favourite is alongside
the ford, (and sometimes an ‘eats’ stop from a local shop). Now I really must
take time out and try to find why there are so many closed railway lines
hereabouts – they seem to be everywhere! You are now in the Welland Valley, so
turn left and on to Great Easton, perhaps stopping to glance at the smallest
church, still in use, in Leicestershire at Drayton. For a few years it was the village
bakery. Should you be a real hill fanatic, there are a few turnings to Nevill Holt
just before Medbourne, and the drop down into Drayton is a joy. The former Hall
(School) in Neville Holt is now a four hundred seat OPERA HOUSE – of the
Glyndebourne style)
From Great Easton, with its former corset factory, on your south (right), on a
good day you will catch glimpses of Norman Rockingham Castle lived in for 500

years or so by the
same family, yet open
for public viewing on
several days a week,
and eastwards
Rockingham Motor
Speedway (Ugh!).
Here you are in
Northamptonshire for
a few miles, so
continue ahead (north
eastwards), across a
narrow bridge at
Caldecott before a

Drayton Church

Welland Viaduct
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DANGEROUS right turn onto another B road, Continue along the B672,
admiring more dismantled railway lines, and the valley scenery, then ignoring
turnings to Lyddington Bede House (a former home to the Bishops of Lincoln,
later almshouses). Soon you will be passing underneath a scheduled monument –
The Welland Valley Railway Viaduct – still in use this time. Underneath is a
visitor board telling you all about it, such as it’s the longest in the UK, how many
bricks there are, etc. etc. If you have a Landranger map, sheet 141, that’s it
shown on the cover. I personally had a surprise here, for it records the bricks
(Staffordshire Blues), came from the village I was brought up in as a lad).
The road calls us onwards and after about a mile uphill, at a cross roads come off
the B road and aim straight ahead for Barrowden. A farm and the Chapel have
unique plaques to Thomas Cook, the travel pioneer, who lived here. I have a
souvenir of the best ever photograph of my dog in her box taken here, on a cycle
tour!  You are still in the Welland Valley for a few more miles, (might actually
see the river here), so keep on going ahead, before turning left at a ‘T junction’
and upwards to cross straight over the A47 and taking a field road over the ridge
to Ketton. Whilst rideable, take care because the surface gets worse.
From Ketton I chose to ride towards Tinwell, shortly turning off and up a big
gentle hill to cross the A606, (fortunately the giant cement works, Rutland’s
biggest industrial eyesore, lies hidden behind the hedge), and so through
Ingthorpe and a left turn along the old Great North Road, before going under the
new one (A1), and up to Tickencote. An alternative route would have been
straight across the junction at Ketton and up a big hill to Empingham. The old
road is no longer useable so this road has now been re-routed across a bridge
over the actual quarry many metres below you. From Empingham take the LANE
straight ahead to a point just after Tickencote).

We have now left the
Welland Valley and
in Tickencote Church
(recently transferred
to the Redundant
Churches Fund), a
gigantic Saxon arch
can be seen, slightly
squashed downwards
over time, but still
impressive in its size,
from one side to the
other of the building!
I do not suggest you
follow the A1 from
here, so turn left ontoExton
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the minor road, and keep going ahead towards (but not through) the chocolate
box village of Exton, passing en-route a trout farm and the now ‘lost’ village of
Horn. (On one occasion I saw a deer crossing the road here). You are now in
glorious Rutland, and I am almost back home, and if I chose could follow the
access roads across Exton Park part of the way.
Now whilst touring cyclists are always welcome to drop in for a chat and tea,
might I suggest that Leicester cyclists might need to think of the twenty or more
miles back home, and instead continue along the road from Tickencote, for five
or six miles to a ‘T’ junction and left then right along the Queen of Bohemias
Walk recognisable by massive trees along each side, past the Owl Sanctuary to a
water tower, where turn left and passing the village smithy made famous in the
song “Under the spreading chestnut tree” into Oakham. Thence on by your
chosen route home, perhaps even climbing back up to this route’s start at
Knossington or Cold Overton.

Back home, I looked up those railways: Two companies operated trains, one
closing in 1953, the other in 1956, with several tiny stations, most inter-
connected, and a few tunnels, one line was known as the ‘rabbit hole line’. The
Viaduct has regular goods trains and a daily passenger service between Melton
Mowbray and London St. Pancras, and is thought to have been how the Corby
area was discovered to be so rich in iron ore, when it was built!

Burley Smithy
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Scotland 2021

By Judy Dawson

Our plan for 2021 was to base ourselves in a self catering cottage in the far
north west of Scotland. We had explored the north west corner of Scotland
only briefly when we did what was probably our most ambitious tour when
we followed part of the route of the North Coast 500 . On that occasion we
had been blessed with good weather and a tail wind but we knew we had been
lucky and the mountainous terrain is unforgiving in bad weather. We knew
that we could do some walking in the area if it was windy or wet. Touring is
great but it is impossible to carry walking boots as well as cycling gear.
We booked a two bedroom log cabin on the shore of Inverkirkaig Bay near
Lochinver. Only metres from the sea, we figured that we could watch the tide
go in and out and read if the weather was really bad.
The distances involved are not to be underestimated so we booked two nights
in Crieff, Perthshire on the way north and two nights in Glen Lyon,
Perthshire on the way south. This meant that we could either walk or ride on
day 2 of the holiday and relax knowing that both places we were staying in
provided a restaurant as well as rooms. Covid restrictions regarding eating

Inverkirkaig Bay
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inside had only just been
relaxed in Scotland.

Day 1
We drove from Leicester
to Crieff taking Neil’s all
electric car on it’s first
long distance trip. Neil
had researched charging
points and we had no
problem plugging in. In
practice we charged the
car whilst we ate lunch. It rained heavily all the way
from Leicester to Crieff. We enjoyed a meal and a good nights sleep.

Day 2
We walked from our hotel and enjoyed a lovely local walk in attractive
woodland and heathland. We had lunch in Crieff and then drove to the local
Drummond Castle Gardens. Drummond Castle has a wonderful avenue of
huge trees along the approach drive and a magnificent Italianate garden and
woodland walk. More magnificent trees. We were the only visitors so no
crowds.

Day 3
We drove from Crieff to Inverkirkaig near LochInver, stopping off in
Ullapool to buy food. Arriving at our home for the next week on a lovely
sunny afternoon we quickly got the bikes ready and went out for a very quick
ride to remind our legs that they could still turn the pedals.

Day 4
Faced with what looked to be more cold, wet and windy weather we set out to
walk from our rented home to the Falls of Kirkaig. The walk was lovely and
after a long drive it was good to stay local. Great views of the dramatic
Assynt mountains and plenty of water coming over the Falls.

Day 5.
More cold, wet weather meant that we put on our winter wet weather gear
and headed off for another local walk, taking the car and setting out from
Lochinver village, 4 miles from our rented home.

Drummond Castle
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Day 6.
Inverkircaig to Achiltibuie and return - 30 miles/2600ft climbing
The weather forecast was better so we set out to follow the coast road south
from Inverkircaig heading for Achiltibuie. This must be one of the best cycle
rides in the British Isles. The road is single track, hugs the coast in places, has
fantastic views of mountains, sees very little traffic and swoops up and down
past small lochans and gorse bushes in full glorious flower. The road has
some challenging gradients and even with Shimano GRX I soon realised that
pushing the bike was my preferred option on the really steep bits. Neil
managed to ride all the hills but I could walk almost as fast as he could ride
so he didn’t need to wait for too long at the top of the steep bits. The last
section of the ride to Achiltibuie is largely flat and has amazing views of the
Summer Isles. Achiltibuie has a shop, a pub and a hostel. We had lunch and
in rather grey chilly weather we didn’t hang around and turned round and
rode back to Inverkircaig.

Day 7
Assynt Coast Road Loop - 44 miles/5000ft climbing
North from Inverkircaig, passing through Drumbeg and returning along the
north shore of Loch Assynt to Lochinver and Inverkircaig
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We had cycled north of Lochinver in 2015, shortly after the idea of the North
Coast 500 road route had been dreamt up. At the time we had met a few
cyclists and a few people driving the route and we knew that it had become
more popular with more publicity. There is a shortage of accommodation in
the West Highlands and partly as a result of this, tourists use camper vans or
camp at the campsite at Clachtoll. I have nothing against camper vans but on
single track roads with small passing places, steep gradients and plenty of
touring cyclists labouring up the hills, I would rather the camper vans used
the wider road alternative. The road is also popular with rented Porsche
drivers who stay in Lochinver and drive out each day to play “how fast can
we drive on this narrow road”. There is some local opposition to the North
Coast 500 and I can see why.
The road is a magnificent, challenging ride for any cyclist and we met plenty
of cyclists pausing at the top of the really steep climbs or taking advantage of
the shop and tea
gardens in
Drumbeg. There
are public toilets in
Drumbeg. We
appreciated that we
had good weather.
Sections of tarmac
are new and shiny
but double arrow
hills meant that I
was back to
pushing on the
really steep sections
and there were
plenty of young
people running out
of gears. I found the queue of motorists behind us at times a bit stressful but
to stop on some sections meant a real loss of momentum. I would stop and let
a line of traffic go by, start out again with a struggle and find that I soon had a
new line of traffic because I was going so slowly. I was very relieved to get to
the main A894 road where we saw no traffic and we could climb easily up the
well graded A road. The odd car could easily overtake and we enjoyed the
wonderful descent down to Loch Assynt where we turned west to Lochinver
on the A837. Apart from a hill shortly before we got to Lochinver and a hill
between Lochinver and Inverkircaig it was relatively flat, with traces of the

Touring Bikes at Drumbeg
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old single-track road alongside the new road. This was a tough day out and I
was shattered.

Day 8
Stac Pollaidh Loop - 47 miles/2700ft climbing
 We decided that we liked the section of road south of Inverkirkaig so much
that we would set out again on this road and instead of turning right for
Achiltibuie we would turn left, pass Stac Pollaidh and ride a circuit that
would take us back to Lochinver. I knew that the distance involved would be
challenging and there was plenty of climbing. We wouldn't see any cafe
options until we got to Elphin so we packed a sandwich. A puncture as we
turned into the cafe was as well timed as it could have been and the cafe
owner offered us a garage full of tools to get the offending thorn out of the
tyre. Elphin is a little green oasis of small crofts in amongst the mountains.
Heading down to Ledmore junction was tough with a strong headwind and
cafe legs but when we turned west to follow Loch Assynt the wind blew us
along very nicely. Smooth tarmac and fantastic views of the loch and Ardvrek
castle were just what we needed to keep us going. There was a repeat of the
tough climb out of Lochinver to Inverkirkaig but I made it. Overall, this was
a very fine ride, highly recommended.

Day 9
Time to head south to Glen Lyon. We wanted to explore the A837 which is
partly single track . It goes from Ledmore Junction to Inveran. We were

Ardvrek Castle
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interested to see if it is a worthy option for a future cycle tour. We had
previously ridden a section of road near Invershin and enjoyed it. It was quiet
and worth the effort to explore in the car. We stopped for tea in Aberfeldy
and then drove to our hotel at Fortingall at the Eastern end of Glen Lyon. The
chef is very good and we ate well.

Day 10
Glen Lyon - 40 miles/2300ft climbing
Time to explore Glen Lyon. It is billed as the longest loveliest glen in
Scotland. On my previous visit I had been suffering a bit with an old injury
and whilst Neil had felt strong enough to do a long ride over the hydro road
to Killin I had cut my ride short and not managed to see all the glen up as far

as the dam. Feeling ok we both headed all the way up the Glen and were
rewarded by the changing scenery. Some people wild camp beside the road at
the far end but we met very little traffic. There is a wonderful cafe at Bridge
of Balgie. It was a glorious hot day.

Day 11
We drove home to Leicester, stopping to recharge the electric car in Crieff
and Appleby, and have a wander around the streets of Appleby.

Glen Lyon
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Bulgarian Bicycling
 West Rodopi and Pirin

Mountains

Dave Binks concludes his CTC
Tour of Bulgaria in 2019

Thursday 18 July
43mls, 1292m total ascent, max ht
1420m, start at 1032m, end at 426m
Before we left Delchvo this
morning I had a wander around the
village. The houses were certainly
crammed on top of each other with
only very narrow gaps between and
just steep and stony paths between.
There were a few wider tracks to
allow carts to get between, but not

to all. Many were in a very poor state of repair and vacant, although some
had been renovated to varying degrees and were lived in, or capable of
being lived in. Many were overgrown with very precarious balconies made
of quite thin bits of wood. There was a church which had been renovated,
but was locked.
The others had been gone by at least 20 minutes by the time I finally
wheeled away. As I feared, we started off straight back down the hill we
had grovelled up yesterday, all the way down into Gotse Deltev! I was glad
I had taken photos of the view as I went up, because this morning the sun
was all wrong and the views were not clear. There I turned left onto the 196
road which we would follow for most of the day. This started as a gentle
climb with a really good surface. The good surface continued, but the
gentle climb became a moderate, then tough, climb.
I expected to catch the slower riders, but not as quickly as I did, and sailed
past them fairly soon. The trees as in so many places, obscured any clear
views, so it just became a slog on what was by now, a hot day, and the
sweat was dripping constantly. At about 1000m level, I took a breather and
ate some nuts and took a big swig of water. Some time later I stopped to

Delchvo
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film a chap
dragging cut trees
down to the
roadside for later
collection.
Undoubtedly, this
would have been
done by a tractor or
similar in most
western countries,
but here he was
using a horse. The
horse knew exactly
what was required
of it and responded to the woodman's calls without further encouragement.
It really was quite a sight to see the horse heaving hard to get what was a
very long tree trunk moving along. At long last, because I was tiring, I got
to the top of the Pass and the lunch stop. Beside the road was a large statue
in honour of Gotse Deltev, the man who had led the locals in an uprising
against the Ottoman Empire at the end of the 19thC in what became the
Balkan Wars. Opposite was a small Christian Orthodox Chapel with many
beautiful paintings of religious scenes.

Lunch was in a
small mountain
restaurant and
very enjoyable
if you managed
to get a seat in
the sunshine,
but because we
were at a high
altitude, cool if
not. The
restaurant’s cat
had recently had
some kittens and
these supplied
the
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entertainment as they play fought with each other and whatever else was to
hand, such as leaves etc.
The following descent was terrific, good surface, virtually no traffic, easy
bends but with enough tighter curves to prevent boredom. As we went
down, so the temperature went up, until it forced a mounted disrobe of the
windproof top I had been wearing at lunch, then a stop to remove my
undervest because by then it really was hot. A few miles later, an ice cream
was calling to us as we passed a bar, and we had to answer its call. From
there, the final 10 miles were a drag, it was very hot, and the road rose and
fell, but mostly rose all the way to Melnik, where I had to get off and walk
up the steep cobbled 50m to the Hotel Melnik.
Melnik is evidently a well known (but not to me) tourist spot, and the view
from the hotel across the little river to the other side of the town was very
photogenic. The town nestles in a deep defile between very steep, sandy
cliffs on both sides of a small river and is quite pretty.
Bruce and I were both in need of a cold beer and a snooze, in that order,
before dinner.
Dinner was a pleasant, but the typical rather chaotic, long drawn out affair,
on massively heavy chairs, overlooking the view from the terrace. Being
much lower than on most nights, the evening was lovely and warm.

Melnik
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Friday 19 July
No bike today, rest day.
With no need to rush anywhere we all had a late start went for a walk, but
this turned out to be a big scramble up hundreds of steep steps cut into the
steep cliff like hillside in order to see a couple of ruined churches and the
view over the surrounding hills and gorges. In the heat and sun this was
very hot work. Once back down again, I paid a small fee to visit an historic
house and wine caves. This house was very good and showed how wealthy
the owner, a trader in the Middle Ages, had been. An interesting feature in
the wine cellars, which are still in use today,were the thousands of small
coins stuck to the damp walls, which had been there so long they were now
permanently attached to the cave walls. I bought a couple of bottles of the
local medium sweet red Melnik 13 wine. I really enjoyed this wine and
once back home, tried to find somewhere that sold it, but it seems I am
alone in wanting to buy enough of it to be commercially worthwhile, so no
luck. Then lunch after a stroll past the tourist shops, and a short snooze
before packing the bike ready for tomorrow’s flight home.
A delicious pizza and yoghurt with honey and walnuts for dinner finished
the day nicely.

Saturday 20 July
Return home.
Up at 6.00am for a quick coffee and pick up a packed breakfast from the
hotel, then onto the minibus at 6.30am.
A somewhat lengthy and initially bumpy ride to Sofia Airport, but unlike
our outwards journey, this time without any stops to change coaches due to
wheels coming off! Sofia Airport is important enough to need 2 terminals,
and some of our party were to depart from, so it was "Farewell" to those
departing from the different terminal to me. Most of us were on the 12.30
flight to Manchester, meaning we had 3 hrs to kill before taking off. Time
enough for a drink and snack and chinwag.

My memories of Bulgaria (at least, the part I visited) ;
Mostly warm and sunny, cheap prices, poor areas, roads varying from
mostly not good to excellent, little traffic, boring food (lots of tomatoes and
cucumbers), chaotic and slow meals, heavily wooded in many places, hilly
and mountainous.       Friendly people.     I would go again.
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Advertisement

Ideal Holiday Home for cyclists
Situated in the sunny south west of France

The house has 2 lounges, a large kitchen, 4 bedrooms & a bathroom.
In addition to the large garage, the former bakery & shop, there is a
secluded courtyard with barbecue & outside furniture.
It is in the village of Argeliers with restaurants & local shops. There is a
newly opened supermarket on the edge of the village. The village is
surrounded by vineyards, the products of which may be bought at the
local Cave Co-operative.
To the north of the village are quiet roads leading up to the Montagne
Noire. For off road cycling there is the towpath of the Canal du Midi
(165 miles long), tracks through the vineyards & into the hills.
Nearby historic towns include Narbonne (13miles), Beziers (17m) &
Carcassonne (31m), apart from historic sites they have large
supermarkets & other useful shops such as Decathlon. The nearest
Mediterranean beach is 22 miles away.
For more information call Chris on 0116-230-3274, 07982-021559 or
access the web site in Google enter ‘La Vieille Boulangerie Argeliers’
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The Summer
Breakout – Part 1

Neil Dixon

Summer 2020 and the living is
not easy. Leicester has been in
interminable lockdown, with
group riding and travel
unacceptable. Eventually the

lockdown eases for a short window, and it was time to break out and do
something special. For a week in August, “mon amour” had arranged to
meet up with a friend for a few days walking in Cornwall. I decided to take
the opportunity to do a trip I had had in the back of my mind, waiting for
lockdown to end: taking the Caledonian Sleeper from London Euston to
Corrour Station in the heart of the Scottish Highlands, then riding south
towards home to see how far I could get.
During lockdown I had possibly occupied too much of my time watching
YouTube. Having a soft spot for trains, I had encountered the
@AllTheStations channel, documenting a couple visiting every train station
in the UK. The highlight for me was the visit to Corrour Station, which is
the highest mainline station in the country, and is only accessible by train, or
rough track from the nearest road 15 miles away. Despite the remoteness, it
boasts a well regarded cafe, so that is a bonus. The YouTube video also
showed the track towards Rannoch as tarmac, which looked very rideable.
From there I could use tarmac to head further south. A plan was born.

Day 0
First I had to get to Euston. With a train to St Pancras every 30 mins from
Leicester this is not a problem. Just remember to pre-book your bike, which
is the tricky part, as the process seems to change every time I do it.
Currently you pre-book your seat ticket, then mail
contact@eastmidlandsrailway.co.uk   with your request and ticket number.
As trains were suffering from a lack of customers due to Covid, I shared an
entire carriage with one other person, which made the compulsory wearing
of a mask for the journey bearable. As I always like a back-up plan, my
scheduled train arrived in London earlier than was really necessary, and
with a quick ride through the back streets, I arrived nice and early at Euston.
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Boarding for the sleeper began at 9:15pm, and I was shown to the bike
compartment first. Here was hanging storage for up to 10 bikes or more.
Again the free reservation was booked by email, after booking my ticket.
Then I was shown to my cabin.
Due to the Covid restrictions, I was given a twin-berth cabin to myself, with
its own shower and bunk beds. This proved to be very comfortable for one
person. A down-side of the restrictions was that the restaurant/club-room
would not be open, but I already new this and had brought my own supplies,
although to be honest, probably not containing enough calories, which I was
to regret the next day. Normally a full breakfast is included, but that was
also not available, only being replaced by a slightly disappointing bacon roll
in the morning.
Arrival time at Corrour would be 9am, so I decided to get an early night, in
order to view the Highlands sometime soon after dawn. The rocking motion
soon had me sound asleep as far as Edinburgh, where the train split into
two. I soon dropped off again until Glasgow, from where I dozed until
waking up just before Loch Lomond. The morning was cloud free for once
in Scotland and looking good for my trip. This was to radically change later
in the trip, but more of that anon.

Corrour
Station
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Day 1
I got off the train at Corrour just after 9am, and made my way to the Cafe,
where I just had a cup of tea, as I was still full from my bacon roll. This was
a pity, as a full menu was available. I was surprised that I was the only
person to get off the train, but the cafe was already occupied by a group of
walkers, who I presume had been staying at nearby Loch Ossian Youth

Hostel. Tea
drunk, it was
time to get off on
my adventure. A
small cloud of
midges had
gathered around
my bike, but they
soon disappeared
as I set off into
sunshine and a
light breeze.

To be continued
Loch Ossian and the Youth Hostel
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Leicestershire and Rutland
CTC

Carol Service
Sunday 5th December 2021

St. Giles Church
Barlestone, Leics

Service to start 1-15pm

The Adjacent Old School Hall is booked from 12 noon to 3pm
Light refreshments will be available before and after service

Parking for approx. 6/8 cars available at the hall

Annual President’s
and

“Charnwood Remembers” Ride
All welcome for a ride of no more than 30 miles

12th September 2021
Market Bosworth Country Park

Map Ref 418-029
10-00 am Start

Coffee at the Alpaca Farm Snarestone
Map Ref 349-094

Lunch Pint at the George & Dragon
Stoke Golding

Map Ref 398-972
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WANTED - Your Photos
As I hope you have noticed, more photos are appearing in Cycle
Chat but we constantly need more. The advent of digital
photography has made taking, manipulating, distributing and
reproducing the images easy these days, so there is no excuse
for not giving your work a wider audience.

If you have some cycling related shots (not views) that would
be suitable for publication and you would like to share, email
them to davebinks@ntlworld.com

Images must be in .jpg format (every digital camera does that automatically) and
I must have both the name of the photographer and his/her permission to use it.
I am particularly keen to see work that has been shot in vertical format because
then it can be used on the front cover!

To keep costs down, only shots printed on the outer covers are in colour, but I
can convert any others to black & white.

Cafe News
At the time of going to press (late July) cafes
and pubs etc in our area are all open, and
mostly without restriction, although there
may be some minor restrictions in place. The
situation in other UK areas, such as Scotland and Wales, may vary,
and ALL may change virtually overnight if HM Gov’t deems it
needs to tighten up contacts again. So keep your eyes on the local
news and don’t argue if the establishment owner asks you to do
something.

With most people in the UK now double jabbed, the risk to us all
is relatively small now, but IS STILL THERE, so caution please.

Please accept the situation or make other plans.
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We need YOUR contribution
Cycle Chat is written and edited by volunteers, not paid correspondents.
Your 75p per copy hardly even covers the cost of printing and posting, it
certainly doesn’t leave enough to pay anyone.
Without sufficient input from our members and readers (you), Cycle Chat
will just fade away. Don’t just leave it to others all the time.
We need items from you, yes YOU!
Anything with a loose connection to cycling is welcome. Your best/worst
ride; your best/worst route/cycling holiday; your favourite or worst bit of
kit; a recipe that would be particularly appealing to other cyclists; tips;
things to avoid; photos with a cycling content (not just views);
reminiscences of bygone days; letters of praise, or complaint; requests for
info; etc, etc; or anything else that springs to mind.
Don’t worry about your spelling or grammar; that is easily corrected by
the editor who will also do the layout and make it look really good on the
printed page.
With most having access to a computer, writing a story is easy, you don’t
have to do it all in one go. A good technique is to write down the bare
bones, then go back and gradually fill in the details over the space of a
week or two, thus letting your subconscious work away in the background.

Yes, we ARE interested in what you have to say.
Please send whatever you have to the Editor.:- davebinks@ntlworld.com

Forthcoming County Event Dates

President’s Ride       12/9   See page 33
Carol Service, Barlestone, St Giles  5/12 See page 33
Mince Pie Meeting Belton VH,   19/12
Sulley Rides, Lutterworth area,   6/3/22. A volunteer is needed to
            organise this. Please contact
            Neil Dixon on 0788 9854459
            if you can help
AGM          14/5/22 dtls tba
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CLUB RUNS LISTS
At the date of going to press we are being
allowed to go on group rides again, but with
some restrictions. As this is a dynamic situation
and can and sometimes does, vary almost by the
day, you must keep up to date with the news and
what the group leader(s) are saying, but the good
news is we do seem to be getting somewhere!
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The deadline for the Winter 2021 issue of
Cycle Chat is 1st November 2021

That edition will cover December 2021, January & February 2022

Leicester Easy Riders
Due to lack of members and old age, if any one is interested on a ride on  a
Sunday please contact David Smith on 0116 2417908 who goes out most
Sunday mornings.
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Cycling is fun, good for your health, great for your fitness,
environmentally friendly, an excellent form of transport.

Cycling UK (The Cyclists’ Touring Club) is there to help you, the cyclist,
whatever type of cycle you own, whatever type of cycling you do. We are

the largest cycling organisation in the UK, but we are also much more
than just a touring club.

For more details contact the Membership Department at:
CTC Parklands, Railton Road, Guildford, Surrey, GU2 9JX

www.cyclinguk.org.uk

Make sure of your copy of Cycle Chat
Take out a subscription

To:     Pete & Lyn Gale, 6 Bluebell Close, Donisthorpe,  Swadlincote,
Derbys, DE12 7RW   lyntian@hotmail.co.uk    01530 271665

Please send me four editions of Cycle Chat (a year’s supply).
I enclose a cheque for £5 payable to “Cycle Chat” - includes postage.
Overseas rates on request

Name …………………………………………………………………..

Address ………………………………………………………………..

Supporting cyclists for 120 years, 230 local groups
12,000 rides and events for all abilities,

70 overseas cycling holidays,
hepline for technical, travel,
touring and policy advice.

Free legal aid and 3rd party insurance for members
Campaigning staff dedicated to off-road issues
Discounts on travel, merchandise and insurance

Cycle insurance with new for old cover
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Cycling in Bulgaria photo by Dave Binks


